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GBO fictiOn RiGHtS LiSt - faLL 2009

- If there is no existing sample translation, North American 
publishers interested in any of these titles may request a free, 25 
page sample translation.

- Titles from the list that are acquired by a North American 
publisher are guaranteed at least partial translation funding.

- This Grant also applies to children’s, young-adult, and graphic 
novels.

if you are interested in a German fiction title that does not 
appear on the GBO fiction Rights List, please feel free to 
contact us.

- Please address correspondence regarding this new initiative to 
Werner Ott, Director of the Goethe-Institut Chicago:

 Werner Ott
 Goethe-Institut Chicago
 150 North Michigan, Suite 200
 Chicago, IL 60601
 312-263-0472
 werner.ott@chicago.goethe.org

additiOnaL tRanSLatiOn fundinG

Translation funding is also available for featured Austrian and 
Swiss titles. The Austrian Federal Ministry will cover approximately 
fifty percent of translation costs for featured titles by Austrian 
authors, while the cultural organization Pro Helvetia guarantees 
one hundred percent of translation costs for Swiss titles. To apply, 
please visit the following sites: 

Austrian Federal Ministry: http://www.bmukk.gv.at
Pro Helvetia: http://www.prohelvetia.ch

Additional reviews, sample translations and other information 
can be found at www.litrix.de, www.new-books-in-german.com 
and www.goethe.de

  

  

  

  

  GeRman BOOK Office nY

The German Book Office (GBO), a nonprofit initiative of the 
Frankfurt Book Fair, serves as a bridge between the North 
American and German book markets. Its primary role is to 
establish contact between members of these industries and to 
increase the awareness of new German titles and authors in both 
the North American book industry and among the reading public. 
The GBO organizes literary events, recommends German readers 
and translators to American publishers, and provides information 
on translation funding. For more information about the GBO’s 
activities, visit www.newyork.gbo.org. 

GBO RiGHtS LiStS

Twice a year the GBO presents its fiction and nonfiction rights 
lists to North American publishers and editors,  providing them 
the opportunity to read about new German-language titles that 
are appropriate for the American market. These lists, along with 
expanded contact information and links to the websites of German 
publishers are available online.

tHe HeLen and KuRt WOLf tRanSLatiOn GRant

The Helen and Kurt Wolff Translation Grant, a joint initiative of 
the Goethe-Institut and the German Book Office NY, funds the 
translation of German fiction in North America.

Here’s how it works:

- A selection of fiction titles appears on each German Book Office 
Rights List, which is presented twice yearly.

- The selection of titles on the GBO Fiction Rights List represents 
critically acclaimed books of the season. The list is chosen by 
literary critics, agents and publishers. 

                3
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Blood in the Water received the Hotlist Book Prize 
2009 at this year’s Frankfurt Book Fair. The award is 
sponsored by  a group of small independent publishers 
in Germany in order to honor an especially noteworthy  
novel overlooked by the more mainstream publishing 
community. In addition to winning the award, Blood 
in the Water appears on the group’s Hotlist 2009, 
alongside nineteen other noteworthy independent 
German novels. 

With his novel Blood in the Water Schimmelbusch 
impressively presents a picture of a decadent 
generation that is unable to use their privileged 
situation to create a fulfilling life, instead struggling 
to find some sense of happiness in their empty 
existence.

Schimmelbusch’s novel centers on Pia and Alex, two 
German members of the upper-crust East Coast 
establishment who, though in love as children, haven’t 
seen each other for many years. The two had spent 
every day together for six years in their youth, but are 
now both living lonely lives on the luxury American 
estate of their dead parents. Alex spends most of 
his time in Washington DC, where he goes out, has 
sexual affairs with several women and lives a life of 
decadent disillusionment. He does not expect anything 

from the future anymore. Pia, who lives in New York, 
has already lost her parents and her sister when she 
learns that she is terminally ill and won’t live to see 
next Spring. She finds hope and energy in remembering 
her childhood, especially her love Alex, and spends her 
time looking back at  her past. She longs to see Alex 
one more time before she dies and drives, with her 
last ounce of strength, to his family estate in Montauk, 
Long Island. 

Rapidly changing from Alex’s to Pia’s perspective, the 
two stories run parallel, approaching only to again 
drift apart. The reader is provided bit by bit the various 
details about their lives and gradually gets to know 
their past and circumstances of their separation. 

Schimmelbusch dissects a part of society that does 
not have to worry about having their needs met, yet 
finds it difficult to find a life that is worth living. In 
an astonishingly direct and honest way, he presents  
a morose world that has nothing more to offer than 
white wine and distractions.

Synopsis prepared by: Anna von Tobel

BLOOD IN THE WATER

Rarely have the morbid aspects of this broken world been depicted in 
such an intensive way faZ

Decadence on the border of madness  SüddeutScHe ZeitunG 

Alexander Schimmelbusch’s characters are late descendants of Goethe’s 
Werther  die WeLt

Blut im Wasser | Blumenbar Verlag, 128 Pages, August 2009 | Rights Contact: Lars Birken-Bertsch | lbb@blumenbar.de

aLexandeR ScHimmeLBuScH, auStRian citiZen, 
WaS BORn in 1975 in fRanKfuRt and BROuGHt 
up in neW YORK. He Studied ecOnOmicS 
and GeRman at GeORGetOWn univeRSitY in 
WaSHinGtOn dc and WORKed fOR five YeaRS 
aS an inveStment BanKeR in LOndOn. HiS 
WeLL-Received deBut nOveL Im SInkflug WaS 
puBLiSHed in 2005. He cuRRentLY LiveS in 
BeRLin.

aLexandeR ScHimmeLBuScH

INDEPENDENTPICK!
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7. Body copy and 7. Body copy italic

4. HEADLINE

2. Review “quote” 2. RevieW SOuRce

5. SuBHEADLINE

3. Discription  3. Info

6. aBOut tHe autHOR

1. autHORKatHaRina HaGena

The TasTe of apples*
Hagena tells the story of one family and the secrets 
and fate of three generations.

The Taste of Apples, Katharina Hagena’s first 
novel, is the magical, bittersweet story of three 
generations of women and the family secrets that 
follow them. Hagena has created a moving and 
captivating tale of fate, remembrance and the art 
of forgetting.

When her grandmother Bertha dies, Iris inherits 
her ramshackle house and finds herself back in the 
childhood home of her summer holidays. Wandering 
through the house and garden, she reenters a 
timeless world where redcurrants can turn white 
overnight, trees blossom more than once, villages 
vanish and women’s fingers spark. Still, the magic 
of the garden is betrayed by its harsher reality; the 
garden is overgrown. Bertha’s fall from the apple 
tree rendered her confused and forgetful, eventually 
unable to recognize even her own three daughters. 

Iris spends one week alone in the house, unsure 
whether or not she wants to keep it. She swims in 
a black sea, receives visitors, kisses the brother of 
an old friend and paints her wall.

As she walks from room to room, and through the 
garden of her youth, she feels her way through a 
world whose fragrances, sounds, images and 

touches reawaken long-buried memories. What did 
her grandfather really do before he left for the war? 
Which men loved Bertha’s daughter’s? Who ate their 
apple entirely, even the pit? Finally, what happened 
the night of Rosemarie’s accident? Why was she on 
the roof of the winter garden? What had she wanted 
to say to Iris?

Iris begins to realize that there are many variations 
of forgetting, and remembering is only one of them. 

The Taste of Apples has been a runaway bestseller 
in Germany, with sales  close to 400,000 copies. The 
novel is well on its way to becoming an international 
hit as well, with licenses sold in ten countries so 
far: Italy (Garzanti), the Netherlands (Cossée), 
France (Anna Carrière), Norway (Gyldendal), Finland 
(Minerva), Israel (Matar), Estonia, Lithuania, 
Croatia, and Korea. 

*Sample translation by Christine Lo available.

Der geschmack von Apfelkernen | kiepenheuer & Witsch, 256 Pages, february 2008 | Rights Contact: Iris Brandt | ibrandt@kiwi-verlag.de      
US Agent: Markus Hoffmann markus@regal_literary.com

KatHaRina HaGena, BORn in 1967, Studied 
enGLiSH and GeRman in maRBuRG, LOndOn 
and fReiBuRG. SHe did ReSeaRcH at tHe 
jameS-jOYce-fOundatiOn in ZuRicH and HaS 
tauGHt at tRinitY cOLLeGe in duBLin and tHe 
univeRSitY Of HamBuRG.  SHe cuRRentLY LiveS 
aS a fReeLance WRiteR in HamBuRG.

Hagena has a vivid imagination and a keen sense for nuance and the 
playful value of words fRanKfuRteR aLLGemeine ZeitunG  

A sad, yet comforting book about memories die Zeit

The Taste of Apples is a marvelous book. It is subtle, sensual, intelligent 
and funny ndR

 TOP 
  SELLER!
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Haas’ latest book, Der Brenner und der liebe Gott, is 
fast-paced, full of surprises, wildly funny, and highly 
entertaining. His main character, Simon Brenner, a 
chubby middle aged bachelor, suffers from migraine 
attacks since he stopped smoking and drinking. 
Psychotropic medicine lifts his mood – in fact he has 
never felt so good in his entire life – but makes him 
very sleepy. To stay alert during the day he drinks 
an enormous amount of strong coffee. Brenner is a 
driver for a construction tycoon. He rarely sees Mr. 
Kressdorf, his boss. Mostly he drives around two-
year-old Helena, his boss’s daughter. Her parents are 
separated. Kressdorf’s ex-wife, a doctor, operates an 
abortion clinic in vienna. The clinic performs late-term 
abortions and is besieged by anti-abortion activists. 

The narrative starts when Brenner stops for gas. He is 
a regular at the shop attached to the gas station and 
knows all the drunks who hang out on a daily basis. 
He buys a bar of chocolate for Helena – something 
Helena’s mother does not approve off – and quickly 
downs a double espresso to counteract the effects of 
his medicine. Helena is left in the car. When Brenner 
returns to the car, the little girl is gone. Brenner’s 
nightmare begins. 

The story is told by an omniscient narrator who 
addresses the reader in an intimate conversational 
tone. The narrative style is an Austrian vernacular 
we find on the street, but not in books. Haas writes 

in a unique, highly artificial language. Words are left 
out of sentences for the reader to fill in. The narrator 
provides the reader with philosophical musings and 
political comments. He questions the activities of the 
anti-abortionists, the double standards, the lack of 
morals and the political hypocrisy of elected officials.  
The reader always has to read between the lines.

Poking around in the cesspool of Kressdorf’s alpine 
cabin, Brenner discovers dead bodies. When he is 
thrown into the same cesspool, Brenner meets his 
Maker (hence the title). He is thrown into the trunk of 
a car, almost murdered, but his life is spared because 
he knows Helena’s whereabouts. Brenner falls for the 
woman who kidnapped Helena or, as she claims, safely 
removed her from the car.

Brenner and God is the seventh book in Haas’ wildly 
popular crime noir series. Whether read as part of the 
series, or as a stand alone novel, this most recent tale 
of ex-detective Brenner is sure to captivate readers.

For more information on translation funding, please 
contact Dr. Robert Stocker, director of the Austrian 
Federal Ministry’s Department for Instruction, Art and 
Culture at: robert.stocker@bmukk.gv.at

Synopsis prepared by: Anna Steegmann

BRENNER AND GOD

There are people who don’t read crime novels on principle. Let one thing 
should be made clear: A crime novel from Wolf Haas is above all a Haas, 
and secondly a crime novel danieLa StRiGL, faZ

[Haas] has created a beautiful panoptics of questionable social 
characters KaRL-maRKuS GauSS, neue ZüRcHeR ZeitunG

Brenner und der liebe gott | Hoffmann und Campe , 224 Pages, August 2009 | Rights Contact: Valerie Schneider | valerie.schneider@hoca.de  

WOLf HaaS Studied GeRman LiteRatuRe 
and LinGuiSticS, WROte HiS diSSeRtatiOn 
On cOncRete pOetRY and LectuRed at tHe 
univeRSitY Of SWanSea (SOutH WaLeS). tHe 
SucceSSfuL auStRian autHOR iS famOuS fOR 
HiS HaRd-BOiLed detective StORieS featuRinG 
tHe GRumpY ex-detective BRenneR, tWO Of 
WHicH Have Been SucceSSfuLLY adapted 
tO fiLm. HaaS HaS Been aWaRded numeROuS 
LiteRaRY pRiZeS incLudinG tHe LiteRatuRe 
pRiZe Of tHe citY Of vienna. He HaS Been 
aWaRded tHe GeRman cRime WRiteRS pRiZe 
tHRee timeS.

WOLf HaaS
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 Daniela Dröscher’s debut novel, die Lichter des George 
Psalmanazar (The Lights of George Psalmanazar), for 
which the young author won the Anna Seghers Prize, 
freely mixes fiction and historical fact – appropriately 
enough for a book devoted to themes of imposture and 
fabulation. 

Dröscher’s title character is an enigmatic charlatan 
who convinced many in the highest ranks of 18th-
century English society that he was a native of the 
island of Formosa. Psalmanazar lectured at Oxford, 
spoke before the Royal Society and published a 
well-received book on Formosan history, geography, 
language and customs. Despite his fair skin and blond 
hair and the fanciful nature of his accounts – according 
to which Formosans wore no clothes, renounced sleep 
in favor of all-night prayer, ate serpents and followed 
a religion of sun worship and transmigration of the 
soul – he largely succeeded in masquerading as the 
first visitor to Europe from an exotic island of the Far 
East. 

As an old, pious man, after he had confessed 
repentantly to the fraud – though he never revealed 
his true identity – Psalmanazar was befriended and 
admired by Samuel Johnson. This unlikely relationship 
between fantasist and rationalist serves as the point 

of departure for Dröscher’s own flights of imagination. 
Deviating from the historical record, she has 
Johnson and Psalmanazar meet when the mysterious 
dissembler first appears in London, and depicts 
Johnson as willing to believe Psalmanazar’s pretense. 
Dröscher vividly conveys the Formosan’s appeal for 
Johnson: while the gloomy scholar is preoccupied with 
the arduous mental effort of systematizing the English 
language into a dictionary, Psalmanazar embodies the 
letters of his Formosan alphabet in a primal dance, 
turning abstract language into direct physical gesture. 
Johnson takes Psalmanazar into his home, where his 
stepdaughter Lucy, a dreamer herself, is immediately 
drawn to the guest as a kindred spirit. ultimately, the 
novel turns into a love story.

 Some of the strongest passages in the book describe 
Psalmanazar’s entrance into the London literary 
world of the time. Such personages as Benjamin 
Franklin, Isaac Newton Junior, Edmund Burke and 
Lady Montague make appearances. In a mirror 
game between Psalmanazar’s creative artifice and 
the novelist’s own imagination, Dröscher evokes an 
authentic historical atmosphere while exhibiting a 
fairy tale sense of inventiveness.

Synopsis prepared by: Ross Benjamin

THE LIGHTS OF GEORGE     
      PSALMANAzAR

Daniela Dröscher has created a celebration of fantastical invention…
celebration of language set in the age of enlightenment taZ

A historical novel rich in fantasy and poetic love story ndR

Die lichter des george Psalmanazar| Berlin Verlag , 384 Pages, August 2009 | Rights Contact: Sabine Oswald | s.oswald@berlinverlag.de

danieLa dRöScHeR, BORn in 1977, Studied 
GeRman, enGLiSH and pHiLSOpHY in LOndOn. 
afteR cOmpLetinG HeR StudieS in enGLand SHe 
eaRned HeR dOctORate in pOtSdam. dROeScHeR 
HaS WRitten pLaYS, WORKS Of pROSe and eSSaYS 
and Been aWaRded pRiZeS and GRantS WHicH 
incLude tHe ScHiLLeR eSSaY pRiZe Of WeimaR.

danieLa dRöScHeR
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Kathrin Schmidt’s You Are Not Going to Die was 
awarded the German Book Prize 2009, a prestigious 
literary award similar to the British Booker Prize and 
the French Prix Goncourt. 

Inspired by true events, Kathrin Schmidt’s novel is a 
truly remarkable novel about someone who is forced 
to reinvent herself on the most fundamental level 
after suffering a stroke and losing the ability to speak. 
When Helene Wesendahl wakes up and finds herself in 
a hospital bed, she has no idea what has happened 
to her. What she does know is that she has no control 
over her body, is unable to speak, and has lost her 
memory. Trapped inside Helene’s head, the reader 
experiences her laborious rehabilitation, the reactions 
of her family, her husband’s selfless commitment – 
and the gradual return of fragmented memories.

Helene is confronted with a life she barely recognizes. 
She discovers inconsistencies in her biography, 
suppressed passions and commitments born out of 
necessity. When she realizes that her affections had 
begun to wander and that she was planning to leave 
the man who is now caring for her with such devotion, 
Helene’s world starts to fall apart all over again…

It is not just the brutal honesty which with Helene 

confronts her past and her future that makes You Are 
Not Going to Die into the extraordinary achievement it 
is, but also the fascinating way in which the novel’s 
language traces the recovery of its protagonist.

YOu ARE NOT GOING   
    TO DIE

At times laconically, at times mockingly, at times uncannily, [Schmidt’s]
novel describes the inner world of the sick woman. With great eloquence,  
[Schmidt] gives rise to the emerging story of her family and her marriage 
juRY GeRman BOOK pRiZe 2009

In a stunningly detailed description Kathrin Schmidt traces the painful 
way back to human existence. […]. The book is infused with a persevering 
energy, an encouraging energy neue ZüRcHeR ZeitunG

Kathrin Schmidt has successfully created an exciting novel which is 
moving without being overly sentimental. She pushes the limits of 
what is bearable and presents a strong yet tender female character, 
something rarely seen SäcHSiScHe ZeitunG

Du stirbst nicht | kiepenheuer & Witsch , 347 Pages, february 2009 | Rights Contact: Iris Brandt | ibrandt@kiwi-verlag.de
US Agent: Markus Hoffmann markus@regal_literary.com     

KatHRin ScHmidt, BORn in GOtHa in 1958, 
HaS WORKed aS a pSYcHOLOGiSt, editORiaL 
jOuRnaLiSt and SOciaL ScientiSt. SHe HaS Been 
aWaRded numeROuS pRiZeS incLudinG tHe 
LeOnce-and-Lena-pRiZe in 1993. HeR nOveL DIe 
gunnAr-lennefSen-exPeDITIon, WHicH WaS 
puBLiSHed in 1998, Received tHe HeimitO vOn 
dOdeReR advancement pRiZe and an aWaRd 
fROm tHe State Of caRintHia (paRt Of tHe 
inGeBORG BacHmann cOmpetitiOn). in 2009, 
SHe WaS aWaRded tHe GeRman BOOK pRiZe fOR 
HeR mOSt Recent nOveL, Du STIrBST nICHT. SHe 
cuRRentLY LiveS in BeRLin. 

KatHRin ScHmidt

GeRman

 BOOK pRiZe

2009
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Thomas Stangl offers with his third novel, Was kommt 
(What Comes), a mesmerizing depiction of vienna as 
a city of ghosts, a place where boundaries – between 
past and present, reality and dream, inside and 
outside, self and other, male and female – are blurred 
and porous. The author traces two parallel stories, 
registering the perceptions of his dual protagonists 
at a microscopically subjective level: There is the 
solitary teenager Andreas Bichler, who feels acutely 
out of place in 1970s vienna, is picked on at school, 
lives with his grandmother, exists primarily in his 
head and in books, longs to become “someone else” 
and withdraws ever deeper into his labyrinthine 
inwardness; and there is Emilia Degen, also a teenager 
living with her grandmother, who falls in love with a 
Jewish communist in 1937 in a vienna that Stangl 
renders with as much immediacy as he does that of 
the 70s.

Emilia’s estrangement from her surroundings 
convinces her that “the more real world is the world 
of the forbidden, little islands, excised places that can 
extend beyond the borders into the enemy’s country, 
the signs change, the prescribed meanings dissolve.” 
She seeks to go beyond herself, yearns for self-
transformation through encounters with other places 
and people, and her love for Georg – doomed, as we 
know from the start, by history – exemplifies this 
desire. Andreas, on the other hand, burrows farther 
and farther into himself and deliberately withdraws 

from the land of the living, turning himself into a 
ghost. 

Thomas Stangl’s narrative techniques can be 
deliberately disorienting: Emilia’s immediate experien-
ces of events in 1937 might suddenly lapse into her 
future memories of those very events; or a description 
of the 1937 cityscape might shift into the future tense 
to evoke what will become of the portrayed site years 
later. But this slippage between past and future, 
between memory and anticipation, is crucial to the 
novel’s thematic framework. “History doesn’t mean: 
all that is over and done with,” as Emilia’s history 
teacher puts it shortly before he disappears along 
with a third of her schoolmates, “history means it is 
still to come.”  

Was kommt provides a unique reading experience that, 
if translated, would enrich English-speaking readers’ 
awareness of contemporary Austrian literature and 
excite them with a sense of new literary horizons.

For more information on translation funding, please 
contact Dr. Robert Stocker, director of the Austrian 
Federal Ministry’s Department for Instruction, Art and 
Culture at: robert.stocker@bmukk.gv.at

Synopsis prepared by: ross Benjamin

WHAT COMES

A grand novel. With Thomas Stangl, Austrian literature has found its 
successor to Musil and Thomas Bernhard fRanKfuRteR RundScHau

What Comes will stay with you apa

The Austrian Thomas Stangl ranks among the most interesting and 
opinionated  authors of the younger generation… Those who appreciate 
aesthetic thoroughgoingness and verbal virtuosity will find much to love 
in Stangl’s most recent novel ndR

Was kommt | Droschl Verlag, 184 pages, 2009 | Rights Contact: Annette Knoch | annette.knoch@droschl.com   

tHOmaS StanGL, BORn in 1966, iS tHe autHOR 
Of Der eInzIge orT (THe only PlACe) fOR 
WHicH He WOn tHe aSpeKte LiteRatuRe pRiZe. 
a paSSaGe fROm HiS tHiRd nOveL WAS kommT 
(WHAT ComeS), puBLiSHed BY dROScHL in 2009, 
WaS SeLected fOR tHe teLeKOm pRiZe. tHat 
Same YeaR, StanGL Received tHe LiteRatuRe 
pRiZe Of tHe KuLtuRKReiS deR deutScHen 
WiRtScHaft.
StanGL cuRRentLY LiveS in vienna.

tHOmaS StanGL
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Luc Bondy’s novel At the Window captures and 
illuminates the struggles of a man trying to come to 
terms with his own passing in the face of the people 
and past that have accompanied him to  the brink. 
Artful, philosophical, and playful in its dissembling, At 
the Window is a novel that speaks to the way in which 
the times in which we live define us, but also overcome 
us; the only means of countering their power being the 
way we choose to shape them in the telling.

After a stay in a sanatorium, Donatey, a man in his 
sixties, returns to his Zurich apartment. He suffers not 
only from the surgical steel rod that has been placed 
in his spine to stabilize his vertebrae, but also the fear 
that his younger girlfriend, Seraphine, will leave him. 
Depressed and feeling rudderless, he drinks coffee all 
day, smokes, and stares out his window as he recalls 
the decades he has spent working as an assistant 
director to a famed theater director. He also thinks 
about his grandparents, German Jews who managed 
to escape to France at the last moment, only to have 
to spend the war hiding out in Marseille, though his 
mother Mathilda refuses right up to her death to share 
with him the details of their experience. Along with 
these family members who pass before his eyes as he 
stares out at the street, there are also acquaintances 
from his past: the sculptor Ingo Licht, who dominates 
him with his zest for life, or Piotr, his best friend, as 
well as the famous director, Gaspard Nock, whom he 
allows to mistreat and neglect him right up until his 

own demise in Ibiza.

At the Window, however, is neither morbid in tone nor 
defeatist in spirit. Bondy’s aim is to show how the 
power of thought as captured and shaped by words 
can stand up to our own mortality, and that the stories 
we come to tell are the truest lives we own. Though 
at the end Seraphine leaves him and all of his friends 
have passed on, Donatey faces his own demise with 
poignant bravery, a man propped on the edge of 
oblivion, but prepared to embrace it after having seen 
his life consumed already by the history, memories, 
and people that have defined it. 

*Sample translation by Peter Filkins available.  

Translation funding for this, and other Swiss titles, 
guaranteed by Pro Helvetia. For more information 
please contact Angelika Salvisberg at:
asalvisberg@prohelvetia.ch

AT THE WINDOW*

One reads and laughs, one reads and shivers, one reads and is astonished 
– this is an amazing book neue ZüRcHeR ZeitunG

A composition whose very sad melody makes one indescribably happy 
SüddeutScHe ZeitunG

Theatre-maker Luc Bondy debuts as a novelist full of esprit die pReSSe

Am fenster | zsolnay Verlag, 160 Pages, September 2009 | Rights Contact: Annette Lechner | annette.lechner@zsolnay.at 

BORn in 1948 in ZuRicH, Luc BOndY WaS RaiSed 
in SOutHeRn fRance and educated in paRiS. He 
HaS diRected tHeateR and OpeRa pROductiOnS 
tHROuGHOut tHe WORLd and iS tHe Recipient 
Of tHe tHeateR pRiZe Of BeRLin. HiS BOOKS 
incLude meIne DyBBukS: VerBeSSerTe TrÄume 
(my DyBBukS: reVISeD DreAmS) and DAS feST 
DeS AugenBlICkS (THe CeleBrATIon of THe 
momenT). in faLL Of 2009, HiS pROductiOn Of 
tOSca WiLL pRemieRe at tHe metROpOLitan 
OpeRa in neW YORK. 

Luc BOndY

  tRanSLatOR’S picK 
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The characters in Summer Resort are ordinary people 
– they’re working-class, they live and work in or on the 
edge of a small town, they just about make ends meet, 
and every summer they congregate in üdülo to escape 
the trials and tribulations of their everyday lives and 
enjoy the good life for a while. There’s Lacibácsi, the 
owner of a junkyard who has a “swimming pull” that 
becomes a neighborhood attraction installed on the 
premises. He spends the summer months in üdülo as 
landlord and resident sage. There’s Krisztí, an aimless 
and carefree young woman who comes to the resort 
looking for a summer job and ends up bartending for 
Lacibácsi. There’s Antal, who works odd jobs (including 
the rather gruesome one of gutting crashed cars 
before the police arrives for a dodgy wheeler-dealer 
called Kozakferi) and at some point leaves his wife Ildi 
because he can’t cope with her drinking problem any 
more. He moves in with a new woman and ignores Ildi’s 
tragicomic attempts to win him back. There’s Drágán, 
a foreman for a local agricultural company who is 
cheating on his wife with Ildi. There’s Antal and Ildi’s 
son Miklós, who has never seen the ocean but loves 
nothing more than swimming in the river at üdülo. He 
refuses to talk to his father’s “New Woman” (as she’s 
known throughout the novel) and will inadvertently be 
partly responsible for her death by drowning at the end 
of the novel. There’s Marika – one of the many Marikas 

and Zsuzsas who come to the resort – who after having 
spent too many hours in the sun during one particularly 
hot day at the resort dies from heatstroke, but whose 
death is considered extraordinary by Lacibácsi only 
because it wasn’t a death from drowning. And there 
are the “Cossacksboys”, who form a kind of chorus 
commenting on events as they unfold.  

A beautiful sense of the inevitability of life and death 
pervades Summer Resort, as a result of which even the 
novel’s tragic moments seem to be integrated into the 
flow of time, which is just as steady as that of the river. 
Kinsky manages to involve the reader intimately into 
the lives of her characters. On a mere 128 pages, she 
paints a wonderfully compelling, lush, and sensuous 
picture of a very specific time and place, creating a 
detailed miniature that on close inspection reveals 
universal truths about the human condition. It’s a 
gem of a novel, beautifully shaped and polished, that 
should be relished by literary connoisseurs. 

SuMMER RESORT

Esther Kinsky writes phrases like the lines of a poem. Every word is 
perfectly placed, she does not need any metaphors nor comparisons in 
order to be precise [...] because there is a right word for every single 
thing. Miraculously, Esther Kinsky manages to find these words
veRena maYeR, LiteRatuRen

until now Esther Kinsky has been known, above all, as a translator. (...). 
With this book it must be said: as an author, too, she is a discovery
peteR KuniScH, SüddeutScHe ZeitunG

Sommerfrische | matthes & Seitz Berlin, 128 Pages, february 2009 | Rights Contact: Andreas Rötzer | a.roetzer@matthes-seitz-berlin.de

eStHeR KinSKY, BORn in 1956, Studied enGLiSH 
and SLavic LanGuaGeS in BOnn and tOROntO.  
SHe iS One Of tHe mOSt diStinGuiSHed 
tRanSLatORS Of pOLiSH tO GeRman and HaS 
tRanSLated OveR fiftY BOOKS. HeR OWn 
WRitinGS incLude TIefeBene, A memoIr (1995) 
and pOetRY WHicH HaS Been incLuded in tHe 
Recent vOLume moDern PoeTry In TrAnSlATIon 
no. 17: moTHer TongueS. SHe cuRRentLY LiveS 
in BeRLin.

eStHeR KinSKY



FuRTHER RECOMMENDATIONS

THE FOLLOWING TITLES WERE WRITTEN BY AuTHORS WHO HAvE PREvIOuSLY BEEN PuBLISHED IN ENGLISH.

GERMAN TITLES ARE STILL ELIGIBLE FOR THE HELEN AND KuRT WOLF TRANSLATION GRANT. PuBLISHERS MAY REQuEST FREE 25-PAGE SAMPLE TRANSLATIONS 
OF THE BELOW GERMAN TITLES, WHICH MAY BE uSED BY NORTH AMERICAN PuBLISHERS INTERESTEDIN PuRCHASING RIGHTS. SOME OF THESE TITLES HAvE AN 
OPTION PuBLISHER, WHILE OTHERS DO NOT. ALL OF THE TITLES BY GERMAN WRITERS ARE GuARANTEED AT LEAST PARTIAL TRANSLATION FuNDING IF ACQuIRED 
BY AN AMERICAN PuBLISHER. FOR TRANSLATION INFORMATION FOR AuSTRIAN AuTHORS PLEASE CONTACT DR. ROBERT STOCKER, AuSTRIAN FEDERAL MINISTRY 
AT: robert.stocker@bmukk.gv.at
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LIMIT

May 2025: The world’s energy supplies appear secure since the uSA began extracting the element helium-3 
on the moon. The pioneering technologies developed by the multinational corporation Orley Enterprises have 
revolutionized space travel, and the Americans and the Chinese are now embroiled in a bitter neck-and-neck 
race to stake their claims on the Earth’s satellite. As the eccentric CEO Julian Orley launches into space on 
a pleasure trip with a party of A-list celebrities, the private detective Owen Jericho heads off to Shanghai to 
establish the whereabouts of the dissident, and soon to be partner, Yoyo. At a time in which governments are 
increasingly ceding political control to multinational corporations, the unlikely duo wages a desperate struggle for 
survival, hounded mercilessly by a powerful band of highly sophisticated killers. Their search for the masterminds 
leads them into the turmoil of Africa’s mercenary wars, the heart of conflicts over oil and alternative energies, 
– and to the moon, on which Orley’s party of space tourists suddenly find themselves confronting a lethal 
threat. 
With its print run already raised to 400,000 copies, Schätzing’s captivating new thriller is quickly garnering fresh 
superlatives.

Limit is thrilling science fiction of the hard and scientific oriented kind –   
                 a genre that no other German author masters so well  KuLtuRSpieGeL  

fRanK ScHätZinG Germany

limit  | kiepenheuer & Witsch, 256 Pages, August 2009 | Rights Contact: Iris Brandt | ibrandt@kiwi-verlag.de    
US Agent: Markus Hoffmann markus@regal_literary.com                                                                                        

FIGMENTS
maRKuS ORtH  Germany

Hirngespinste | Schöffling Verlag, 158 Pages, August 2009 | Rights Contact: Kathrin Scheel | kathrin.scheel@schoeffling.de

Kranich, the young writer best known in connection to the bestseller Lehrerzimmer (Staff Room), is trying desperately 
to write his second novel. After being rejected by a publisher, he develops a brilliant idea and prepares for his 
inevitable success. 
Things quickly change, however, with the arrival of his pregnant sister, and Kranich spirals downward into an 
existence based on self-doubt and 28-hour days. To earn money as quickly as possible, he embarks on a search 
for a “literary quickie”. 
Figments is a wonderfully grotesque farce about an author who has been corrupted by the industry. Full of 
delusions of grandeur, craving approval, and desperately wishing to create something sublime, an artist’s dark 
side is revealed. Brilliant in its wit, Figments is a fireworks display of self-irony and a merciless unmasking of that 
which is capable of turning human beings into an industry.

Droll, high-wired and full of irony  dpa

       [Orth] is a writer of many talents, a master of   satire. This book is meant     
                for the big screen SäcHSiScHe ZeitunG

FROM THE AuTHOR OF THE

BESTSELLER SWARM (OVeR 1.5 MILLION COPIeS)



THE ONLY MAN ON THE CONTINENT

teRéZia mORa Germany

Der einzige mann auf dem kontinent |random House (luchterhand,) 384  Pages, August 2009 | Rights Contact: Gesche Wendebourg 
gesche.wendebourg@randomhouse.de
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The Only Man on the Continent recounts one week in the life of Darius Kopp. In his early 40s, married and the only 
representative of a uS company for wireless networks, Darius sees himself as a success story in the new age. As 
a computer specialist from East Germany, Kopp was in great demand after the Wall fell, and valued above all else 
the feeling of contentment he enjoyed. Recently, however, business has been bad. Though increasingly suffering 
from the loss of his securities, he can neither admit the business’ decline to himself, nor to his hypersensitive 
wife Flora. It’s not long before he is forced to recognize that not only his job, but also his marriage, are in threat 
of collapsing.

An exceptional novel. With her hero Darius Kopp, Terézia Mora has created 
a harrowingly contemporary character for this literary season  DIe zeIT

SOLITuDE AND SEx AND PITY

HeLmut KRauSSeR  Germany

einsamkeit und Sex und mitleid | Dumont, 224 Pages , August 2009 | Rights Contact: Judith Habermas| habermas@dumont-buchverlag.de

A callboy is overtaken by a female housebreaker while taking a bath, a child is kidnapped, a midnight wedding is 
improvised and the prophet Isaiah preaches in Kreuzberg.  Helmut Krausser’s most recent novel brings together 
what seems meant to stay apart. Thousands of seemingly incompatible people walk the same Berlin streets each 
day, have brief encounters and develop relationships – all in the pursuit of happiness. Krausser weaves these 
stories into a web from which there is no escape, mixing melodrama, irony and suspense to form an entertaining 
yet revealing kaleidoscope of life.  is the story both of the invention of the computer and the invention of an 
impossible love affair.

With this black-humored, yet ingenious, witty pulp fiction Helmut Krausser is  
       totally in his element... DIe WelT

WORLD OF GLASS

Jillian and Jacob Armacost run New York’s most famous glass gallery. Yet despite their work together, they are 
a truly unlikely couple. Jillian is a leading expert on glass, for which she has had a passion since her childhood 
while Jacob, thirty years her senior, is a womanizer who nearly ruins their business  with one bad deal. Determined 
to secure the future of her beloved gallery, Jillian takes the long trip to Italy, where a valuable collection of glass 
vases awaits.  While Jillian embarks on her journey, Jacob, at the Mexican border with an eccentric client in tow, 
is kidnapped. Car chases in the streets of Tijuana, escapades in San Diego and in venice, two people in search of 
;happiness, freedom and money,  and a world of glass — in Ernst-Wilhelm Händler’s exciting new novel, reflection 
meets action in surprising and unexpected ways. 

A book as elegant and witty as it is seductive  frAnkfurTer   runDSCHAu      

One of the great reinventors of contemporary German literature fAz (SunDAy eDITIon)    

eRnSt - WiLHeLm HändLeR Germany

Welt  aus glas |frankfurter Verlagsanstalt, 608 Pages,  August 2009 | Rights Contact: Lars Claßen  | classen@frankfurter-verlagsanstalt.de| 



WISHES HAvE A LIFE OF THEIR OWN

tHOmaS GLavinic austria

leben der Wünsche | Hanser, 320 Pages,  August 2009 | Rights Contact: Friederike Barakat  | barakat@hanser.de
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Jonas pays no attention to the inconspicuous stranger who sits down next to him on the park bench. That is, until 
he makes an astonishing offer: “Tell me your three deepest wishes, and I will grant them.” Confident it is nothing 
more than a game, Jonas plays along, and tells the man his three wishes: to know what it feels like to escape 
from certain death, to be more active and to “understand everything.” Over the course of the weeks to follow, a 
number of  unexpected, but positive, things happen in Jonas’ well - structured life as husband, father, advertising 
copyrighter and extramarital lover. Yet it would seem that his newfound fortune comes at a price. One evening, he 
finds his wife lying dead in the bathtub. Does the night know his innermost wishes better than Jonas himself? 

vENIAL SINS

eva menaSSe  austria

lässliche Todsünden  | kiepenheuer & Witsch, 256 Pages, August 2009 | Rights Contact: Iris Brandt | ibrandt@kiwi-verlag.de

We’ve been able to do without God for a long time. Does this mean we’ve also done away with sin? using the old 
teachings of the seven deadly sins as her framework, Eva Menasse addresses the major themes of literature: 
love and hate, guilt and forgiveness.

A father is too lazy to assert himself against his ex-wife and daughter and find his own happiness. A young 
couple avoids the complexities of sexuality by making one partner the caretaker, the other the patient. A man 
misses out on his entire life to avoid showing any signs of weakness. And a divorced couple fights with each 
other, even as they stand at their child’s grave. By taking us behind the façade, where our sins lie, Menasse takes 
us to the core of human behavior.

    Artfully constructed and linguistically staggering kulTurSPIegel

    Novelists tell stories, but novelists of Thomas Glavinic’s rank, create   
    worlds in which we become so immersed as to lose ourselves die WeLt

THE MAN SLEEPS

SiBYLLe BeRG Switzerland

Der mann Schläft | Carl Hanser Verlag, 3212Pages,  August 2009 | Rights Contact: Friederike Barakat  | barakat@hanser.de

A forty-something-year-old woman with a history of short affairs with younger men and a job writing instructional 
leaflets, is relentless in her contempt for the lives of those around her and rejects the cliché of the perfect marriage. 
Love is for the mentally defective, a mere marketing ploy for washing powder manufacturers. And yet this woman 
manages to attain blissful contentment with the sleeping, unnamed man of the title. 
  
The couple go on a holiday to a small Chinese island near Hong Kong where their relationship comes to an abrupt end. 
The man disappears one day. 

An expert balancing act between the down-to-earth and the weird and unexpected, kitsch sentimentalism and political 
correctness are rejected along with realism in this sharply intelligent novel with its trademark sardonic humour. 

    Cynical, poignant and subtle: a brutally honest novel which is 
    razor- sharp in its unrelenting search for the truth faZ

taZ
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   the German Book Office and Goethe - institut congratulate:
           Herta müller
     Recipient of the 2009 nobel prize 
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